
A supportive ecosystem where young talents are nurtured
and equipped to build a future they can thrive in. 

COMMUNITY



I am astounded at the way in which the team
have connected with my daughter, age 16.
Since meeting with them her light has been
ignited, she has lost self belief due to the

restrictions of feeling stuck and that her only
direction was to stay in sixth form. Feeling

uninspired daily has taken its toll. A
conscientious, bright young lady with so much

to give the world didn't understand that
opportunities were out there until she met with

the team.

The way in which they connected with her will
be life changing and monumental in her future.
Seeing her with so much excitement and self

belief is a blessing for me as a parent. This will
not only positively impact her future

professional life but also personal too.

Inspire 2 Ignite CIC is dedicated to transforming young lives.
We focus on inspiring the hearts and minds of young people aged
12-17 through a events, experiences, and meaningful interactions.

Every young person has potential waiting to be unlocked.
We provide a safe, supportive space where they can express
themselves, build self-belief, and learn valuable skills for a
thriving future.

WHO ARE WE

- Carly Harvey, Parent

Our work isn’t done in isolation.
We team up with industry experts, experienced entrepreneurs and
emerging leaders to create unique life and enterprise experiences.
Learning goes beyond the classroom, bringing practical, hands-on
experiences that equip young people for the real world.



Bailey came home last night and he was
buzzing. He literally stood in the front
room for an hour telling us about all of

the people that he met, all of the
projects he's found out about and all of
these opportunities that are now in his

hands, he is absolutely buzzing.

It is one of the most refreshing things
my wife and I have seen from him in a

long time. From the bottom of our
hearts we will forever be grateful for
what you have been able to give our

son.

Despite pressures from his school to follow a conventional educational path,
Bailey, supported by the community and his fellow Curious Entrepreneurs',
remained committed to his entrepreneurial journey. His unique cookie cutters
gained popularity, where he sold 4000+ in 2 years on platforms like Etsy.
Proving to other young minds what’s possible. 

The turning point for Bailey was attending Atomicon, an opportunity made
possible by Ignite Champions Andrew and Pete. Bailey came away buzzing
with excitement, ideas, and a newfound network of connections. This ignited
his journey to begin building an AI grant finding tool that will revolutionise
that space forever! Bailey’s journey underscores the pivotal role of tailored
support and social capital in nurturing young entrepreneurs, illuminating the
path for those who choose passion over convention.

Bailey, a 17 year old entrepreneur, found
his calling and community in the Curious
Entrepreneur Programme. Feeling
disconnected by the traditional
education system, Bailey was drawn to
entrepreneurship. He started a cookie
cutter business in his basement at 15,
utilising a 3D printer funded by selling
unused items from his family home’s loft. 

MEET BAILEY

- Mike Readings, Parent



“Entrepreneurship is at the
core of who I am and I

champion those that are
looking to stand out, scale

up and make a positive
dent in the universe. That’s
why we’ve partnered with

Inspire 2 Ignite, to help
their mission to empower

young people”.

We believe in the power of experiential learning. In our community,
young people are not just taught about entrepreneurship - they live it.
They are given the tools, resources, and support needed to explore,
innovate and create. Our approach is holistic, ensuring that each
member not only acquires business acumen but also develops essential
life skills like resilience, confidence, and money management.

The traditional educational system often overlooks the
entrepreneurial aspirations of young people, focusing primarily on
academic achievements and leaving innovative minds searching
for support and direction. The Curious Entrepreneurs Community
fills this gap, offering a supportive ecosystem where young talents
are nurtured and transformed into real-world entrepreneurial
ventures.

CURIOUS ENTREPRENEURS COMMUNITY

-Daniel Priestley, ScoreApp
and Dent Global Co-Founder

The absence of a formal
entrepreneurial pathway in
traditional education underscores the
importance of our community. We are
not just an alternative; we are a
necessary addition, filling the void
and ensuring that young
entrepreneurial spirits are not just
acknowledged but celebrated and
supported. In the Curious
Entrepreneurs Community, every idea
is valued, every effort is supported,
and every achievement is celebrated.

Ready to join? Click Here

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScLVTwSqEVY0l6Begs9oIF-3h91shbCWW8qlHZT_lgF4BdhOg/viewform


PASS ION &  PURPOSE  WE  INFUSE  HOPE  AND EXC ITEMENT  WH I LST  HELP ING THEM RED ISCOVER
THE IR  INTERESTS  ENABL ING THEM TO CHART  A  FUTURE  THEY 'RE  TRULY  EXC ITED  ABOUT .

Joining the Curious Entrepreneurs Community isn’t just about
entrepreneurship; it’s about fostering personal growth and
preparing young people for a future where they can thrive.

WHY CHOOSE CURIOUS ENTREPRENEURS?

Personal Growth
Our community enhances self-

esteem and confidence, nurturing
resilience and adaptability.

Skill Development
Young entrepreneurs gain essential

problem-solving, critical thinking
and innovation skills.

Networking
Connections with peers and experts
lead to collaborations, mentorships

and diverse perspectives.

Real-World Experience
Practical entrepreneurial experience  

to prepare them for future
challenges.

Parental Involvement
Parents and carers are engaged

and included, supporting the young
entrepreneur’s journey.

Future Opportunities
Experiences that activate skills open
doors to future success, whether in
entrepreneurship or the workforce.



PASS ION &  PURPOSE  WE  INFUSE  HOPE  AND EXC ITEMENT  WH I LST  HELP ING THEM RED ISCOVER
THE IR  INTERESTS  ENABL ING THEM TO CHART  A  FUTURE  THEY 'RE  TRULY  EXC ITED  ABOUT .

Our community is designed to provide a wide range of features
that directly translate into impactful outcomes for young

entrepreneurs.

WHAT’S INCLUDED?

Fundamentals of Self-Employment: The community provides fundamental
knowledge and skills essential for self-employment, empowering young
entrepreneurs to start and manage themselves and their ventures effectively.

Inclusive Online Community: A fully inclusive and engaging online
platform where young entrepreneurs can connect, collaborate, and share
ideas, fostering a sense of belonging and mutual support.

Support developing first products/services: Expert guidance and
support to help young entrepreneurs in the ideation, development, and
launch of their initial services or products.

Activity reporting for Parents and Carers: Parents and Carers receive
regular updates on the young entrepreneurs’ activities, progress, and
achievements, keeping them informed and involved in the journey.

Access to the I2I Champion Network: Exclusive access to a network of
champions, offering opportunities for mentorship, learning, and growth in
the entrepreneurial ecosystem.

Connection Sessions: Bi-Weekly online sessions to connect young people
with peers and experts, facilitating networking, learning and collaboration
in a supportive environment.

Digital Badging: Through digital badging the young entrepreneurs can
showcase their skills and experiences earned within the community
providing a tangible record of their journey.

Ready to join? Click Here

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScLVTwSqEVY0l6Begs9oIF-3h91shbCWW8qlHZT_lgF4BdhOg/viewform


PASS ION &  PURPOSE  WE  INFUSE  HOPE  AND EXC ITEMENT  WH I LST  HELP ING THEM RED ISCOVER
THE IR  INTERESTS  ENABL ING THEM TO CHART  A  FUTURE  THEY 'RE  TRULY  EXC ITED  ABOUT .

INVEST  IN  THE IR  POTENT IAL .  EMPOWER  THE IR  FUTURE .  WATCH THEM FLOUR ISH .

We understand the weight of decisions that shape your young person’s future.
We also understand the weight on your shoulders as a parent/carer

to take on this responsibility.
 We invite you to trust us, take action and be part of something extraordinary.

By joining our community, your young person will gain more than just entrepreneurial
skills; they’ll experience new self-awareness, a surge in self-belief and understand what

it feels like to be part of a community that cares. 

CLICK HERE TO JOIN THE COMMUNITY TODAY

SIGN UP TODAY FOR JUST £60 PER MONTH
**FIRST 3 MONTHS PAYABLE UPFRONT**

Invest in their potential.
Empower their future.
Watch them flourish.

CLICK HERE TO JOIN THE
COMMUNITY TODAY

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScLVTwSqEVY0l6Begs9oIF-3h91shbCWW8qlHZT_lgF4BdhOg/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScLVTwSqEVY0l6Begs9oIF-3h91shbCWW8qlHZT_lgF4BdhOg/viewform

